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There are 5 matters which the Council have logged from my comments and my 
take on these is as follows- 
 
Rep 163/108] There are three matters here. Whilst I could suggest that positive 
preparation of the plan would have been achieved with Police involvement in 
Masterplanning as requested and involvement with the Police rather than just 
being sent the document at formal stages, I don’t see this as a matter worthy of 
pursuit with changes at this stage. I accept what the Council has to say on this. 
 
Rep 163/109] This was a supportive statement from Leicestershire Police and 
again I accept the Councils view that no changes are necessary. 
 
Rep 163/110] I am not content with the Councils response here. I will prepare a 
statement with sections for the Council to agree as common ground. The Plan is 
clear on the purpose of the infrastructure schedule and I see no reason why what 
we will need, especially precipitated by new development and increased activity 
in these town centres, which are both promoted by the Plan, should not be 
included alongside the needs of other essential service providers. I still believe 
the Infrastructure schedule should be added to in this respect.   
 
Rep 163/111] Post my comments I did prepare the Police infrastructure Plan to 
accompany growth proposed in the Borough and provided this to the Council in 
February. The intent of this is to inform the next iteration of the Councils 
infrastructure Plans and its preparations for CIL and I will refer to this in my 
statement. Regardless I believe the AAP should include our intent to achieve a 
Police presence in the heart of Oadby Town centre and that it should support 
this. I note as a comparable the position as regards health facilities in Wigston. I 
will cover this in my statement. 
 
Rep 163/112] I see the Council take up our suggestion as far as monitoring is 
concerned. This is probably best delivered through our current participation in the 
local Partnership which already reviews crime information. I have nothing further 
to add on this. 
 
 
 


